
In your life, you always look forward to certain milestones. It may be the birth of a child in 
your family, the education of your children or purchasing a new home. These milestones 
require f inances to achieve them. What you need is an insurance plan that not only 
provides your family with adequate cover against any unfortunate event happening with 
your life, but also provides you with cash at regular intervals to take care of financial 
requirements at these milestones.  

Understanding your needs, Prudential presents PRUcash – a single plan that combines 
Protection, Savings and Liquidity.

What is PRUcash?
PRUcash is a fixed term policy which can be purchased for terms of 20 to 30 years, in 
multiple of 2 years with premiums paid throughout the term of policy. Survival benefit 
payments of 6% of the sum assured will be paid every two years to provide you with 
liquidity. This extra cash allows you to pay for the little pleasures in life, so while you are 
saving up for your future, you do not lose the opportunity to enjoy life.  

You may choose to either receive survival benefit as cash or accumulate the same and 
earn compounded interest during the entire policy term. On the death of the life assured, 
the beneficiary will receive the full sum assured, as well as any attaching bonuses and 
accumulated cash, irrespective of the survival benefits already paid.

What are the bonuses?
Apart from the cash survival benefit, Prudential also lets you share in the profits when you 
receive the Reversionary Bonus#1 and Terminal Bonus#2.  The bonuses are declared 
annually and  are payable upon death or total permanent disability (TPD), policy maturity 
or upon surrender of policy.

What will be paid out?

What additional features does this plan offer you?
For protection to your family against any unfortunate health hazards or eventuality, we 

also offer you optional benefits with your PRUcash plan.  You may enhance your plan by 

adding these optional benefits ranging from medical, accidental, waiver of premium and 

term insurance.

Upon Death or 
Maturity

The sum assured; 
Reversionary bonus;
Terminal bonus; and
Any accumulated cash (with interest), will be 
payable. 

Total and Permanent 
Disability (TPD)#3

Pays in the same way as death benefit.

Upon surrender of 
policy

Guaranteed cash value; 
Any cash value of reversionary bonus; 
Any cash value of terminal bonus; and
Any accumulated cash (with interest), will be  
payable.

PRUmajor med 3

PRUmed

Hospital Benefit

Covers large medical bills for hospitalisation or 
out-patient treatment due to illnesses or injuries. It also 
provides Emergency Medical Assistance.

Provides a fixed cash benefit for hospitalisation, 
intensive care and surgical procedure due to illnesses 
or injuries.

Provides a handy daily cash benefit for hospitalisation 
due to illnesses or injuries.

Covers death or total and irrecoverable loss of  use of 
body functions due to accident. 

It also pays a compassionate allowance of RM2,000 in 
the event of death due to natural causes or accident, 
in addition to the sum assured.

Reimburses medical expenses for medical treatment 
due to accident.

Supplements the weekly income while the assured is 
unable to work due to a temporary disability caused 
by accident.

Crisis Cover Benefit Provides protection against critical illness, comes in 
handy when it’s most needed. 

Crisis Cover Income Pays an annual income in the event of diagnosis of 
critical illnesses, for the entire term of the policy.

PRUdisability provider Provides a benefit every year throughout the duration 
of a TPD before age 60, even after the policy has 
matured.

Crisis Cover Plus#4 Provides coverage for death, TPD before 60 and the 
diagnosis of critical illness.  

PRUterm#5 Provides level benefit that allows additional coverage 
for death, or a TPD occurs before age 60. 

 PRUmortgage#6 Provides decreasing term benefit that allows 
additional coverage for death, or a TPD occurs before 
age 60. 

PRUwaiver

PRUspouse waiver

Waives all future premiums in the event of diagnosis 
of a critical illness.

Waives all future premiums in the event of death, TPD 
before age 60, or upon diagnosis of a critical illness of 
the spouse.

PRUparent waiver Waives all future premiums until the child attains the 
age of 25 in the event the parent suffers TPD before 
age 60, or death, or upon diagnosis of a critical 
illness.

#1 Reversionary 
bonus 

• Will be available from the calendar year following 
the second policy anniversary.

• Will be payable upon the maturity of the plan, 
death or TPD of the life assured or upon policy 
surrender.  

• The policy will have cash value after at least 3 
years’ premiums have been paid and policy has 
been in force for 3 years. 

• Full value of Reversionary Bonus declared is not 
payable on early termination, surrender or conver-
sion of the policy.

#2 Terminal bonus • Will be payable upon maturity of the plan, death 
or TPD of the life assured or upon policy surrender.

Who is this for?
This plan is ideal for those who:
• want a plan which combines savings and protection.
• value liquidity and wish to receive regular cash benefits even as their savings 

continue to grow.
• want guaranteed payout of the sum assured plus bonuses of their insurance 

policy.

Juvenile plan
For a juvenile plan, in the event of a TPD or death occurred to the child before the age of 
5, the proportion of the basic sum assured paid is 20% at age 1, 40% at age 2, 60% at 
age 3 and 80% at age 4. 

Premium amount 
The premium rate will vary by entry age, gender and smoking status.

Frequency and method of premium payment
Premiums are payable throughout the term of the policy and can be paid in yearly, 
half-yearly, quarterly or monthly mode via the Autodebit, Banker’s Order, Credit 
Card, Cash or Cheque.

Types of loan available
There are Policy loan, Automatic Premium loan and Surgical and Nursing Fees loan 
available. (Terms and conditions apply).

Important notes

#3 For TPD benefit, for sum assured greater than RM1 million, method of 
payment is base on the terms and conditions of the policy contract.

#4, #5 & #6  
 These Optional Benefits are required for purchasing Crisis Cover Benefit, Crisis 

Cover Income, PRUmajor med 3, PRUmed, Hospital Benefit, Accidental 
Death & Disablement, Accident Medical Reimbursement, Weekly Indemnity, 
PRUdisability provider.

• You are advised to ensure that this plan will best serve your needs and that 
the premium payable under the policy is an amount you can afford.

• In the event that you did not pay your premium as scheduled, then the 
amount of cash value available will be used to pay for your premium through 
Automatic Premium loan. If the cash value is not enough to pay for such 
outstanding premiums or other debts with the company, then your policy will 
lapse.

• If you cancel  the policy in the early years, you may not be able to obtain the 
full value from the amount  you have paid in.

• If the policy is returned within the 15-day free look period, the full premium 
less medical expenses will be refunded.

• This leaflet is for illustrative purposes only. For further details on the terms and 
conditions, please refer to your policy document.
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Accidental Death 
and Disablement 

Accidental Medical 
Reimbursement

Weekly Indemnity

These benefits help relieve the financial strain as a result of hospitalisation stays 
and surgery costs.

These benefits provide coverage for accident, supplementing the main protection 
plan.

Pays even as it grows
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